scgissde.SDEADMIN.PreservedLands
SDE Feature Class

Tags
natural, Wilderness Areas, base mapping, Seminole County, Central Florida, preservation, BCCLands, preservation lands, preserved lands, natural lands

Summary
The files primary uses include as a base for various mapping purposes and environmental management purposes.

Description
Seminole County owned Natural Lands properties, Large private preserved lands and State/Federal Natural Lands.

Credits
Planning and Development

Use limitations
no restrictions, provided "as is" with no guarantees as to suitability for any use other than those for which it was designed

Extent
West  -81.460287  East  -80.987568
North  28.878387  South  28.611376

Scale Range
Maximum (zoomed in)  1:5,000
Minimum (zoomed out)  1:150,000,000